Recording a Podcast

Simon Zuberek
Pedagogical Objectives?
1. Business English Pod - Making your Speech more Powerful with Metaphors
2. Learn Chinese - Lesson 2: Tones and Pronunciation
3. Learn French with daily podcasts - 2944: Les cyclistes vivent plus vieux (Cyclists live longer)
4. Incontro Italiano Podcast - 367 Italia vecchia, Italia giovane - Dialogo
5. Audiotrainer | Deutsch lernen | Deutsche Welle - Lektion 93: Subordinate clauses: if - Nebensätze mit ob
6. News in slow Spanish (most recent episode)
7. SBS Indonesian - SBS Bahasa Indonesia - Cultural Heritage - Warisan Budaya
8. In Russian Terms - Advanced Russian Language Program and Podcast - Так говорит Путин
• Think about one didactic objective (learning or teaching) to realize in your own class.
• Has this objective been reflected in the podcast you have selected chosen?
• If not, how could it be included?
• If yes, could its delivery be improved? How?

Now think about a podcast that would address the above and write 1-2 sentences introducing it to your colleagues.
Let’s do some recording.